
ChairClub | ALLY  T.01high performance task

Be your own
kind of beautiful

Smooth-operator chair 

that makes long days feel shorter.
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Weight activated synch mechanism 4 stops
Synchronous mechanism (synchro tilt) 
maintains your ideal back/seat angle 
when you change tilt of your chair. The back   

 moves more than the seat so you continue 
 to sit comfortably.

Moulded foam
sliding seat

Armrests
Up & down

Gas height adjustment

2:1

Universal castors

5 star base 
with wheels

Feel good the whole day long

Ally incorporates all the ergonomic features you expect 

to see in a high-performance task chair. Subtly. 

Multiway adjustment to ensure a perfect ergonomic fit. 

Plus our synchro mechanism that ensures seat and  

back move as one.
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Optional lumbar support 

Optional headrest



Smooth operators wanted
Ally is a versatile operator task chair that’s designed to blend into every office aesthetic.  

Perfect for people who appreciate performance. Ally marries beauty and intelligence   

with comfort and design for a chair that looks great while providing hour after  

hour of hard-working comfort.

Polypropylene base Cast aluminium base

Mesh back



ChairClub | ALLY  T.01

Happiness by design

Ally by chairclubworld.com

The happier you are the more beautiful you become 

It’s time to lighten up a bit. No, check that,  

to lighten up a lot. Banish ugly and 

uncomfortable office chairs to the scrapheap 

of history. To replace them with beauty, 

comfort, brightness and joy. So we invented 

ChairClub: German design meets South 

African engineering and production.  

Boom! Beautiful chairs and big smiles.

German quality and style

First we asked award-winning German designer Stefan Brodbeck  

to create office chairs that would throw out the office-chair rulebook. 

Youthful, happy and no-compromises comfortable. He got it.

Proudly made in South Africa

Then we asked our team in South Africa - product development, 

manufacturing, marketing,  logistics, quality control and many  

others – to build our chairs to the highest global standards. They do.
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The Chicago 
Athenaeum Award 
for Good Design
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